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plant. This work is included in the price to be paid for earth excavation.
13.     All the  grounds covered by the dam and   a£*u!££x*.nd by the borrow pits shall be cleared of all soil, stows,       *      ' ^' trees, stumps, or other organic or perishable mutter,
which"shall be deposited at such points as shall be designated. If the borrow pits are, in the opinion of the engineer, sufficiently near the dam, the soil or other useful materials may be removed to the spoil banks and measured, otherwise they will not be measured. Stumps and other vegetable substances shall be burned.
14.     The   surfaces  of  embankments  shall be dressed  smoothly  to  line  and grade to receive the soil or broken stones supporting the paving or riprap,
15.     The earth used for the embankments shall   quality of be free from perishable material  of all  kinds, .and     K**™** from stones larger than three inches in diameter, und
it shall be of a quality approved by the en^im-er. The portion of the embankment next to the coie-wall on the up-stream side of the dam and tin* refilling of all trenches will be composed of hard-pan or other fine, compact, or selected material approved by the engineer, who shall deride upon the quality and character of the earth to be used at various places, and it must be selected and placed in accordance with his orders.
16.     All excavation   and disposal   in emlnin1--   naisiflc*. ments and refilling   of   earth,   hard-pan,  and   othiM     ttolt" materials,  shall be classified and estimated as ea-ill excavation,   and   paid  for   at the   price   hereinafter stipulated, article Q, item (<•).
HOCK    KXCAVATION*.
17.     Rock excavation is to include the excavation of all solid rock which can not, in the opinion of   the engineer, be   removed   by picking  and    of bowlders of one cubic yard or more in si/.e ;  the price hereinafter   specified—article    Q,  item (</)—to be paid for rock excavation  shall  include  the work of hauling and disposing of the same  in spoil batiks or other places.
ifcJ.     Rock   excavation   shall   be   measured    in excavation, and estimated for payment in accordant e   UowMm-with the lines given by the engineer.     Noexeavatmn      uietl* outside of these lines will be estimated.
19. Rock is to be excavated for the foundations of the dam, core-walls, and gate-house, and wherever the engineer may order.

